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ABSTRACT 

T.e .as phase .ac.on Hne.cs of O-.o.s w.* *e .w„ a,.y.a.d di-an„n. .0*. foelsf^: 

(CH3),N.-H, and CHsNHNH^™ s.died .n a d.scha.,e flow-»be appaxa»s u.de. pseodc 

r.s.-o,de. condMoos » tO-a.., D.e« ™v cw-«o„a„ce nuo.escence .on.tc„„, of *e (0- 

r^nAs     in-ll p(25 ±25)/T and 
s.co„d-ord.r 0-a,om rat. coeffcent expressions; ki = (1.94 * 0.34) x 10 

,,.,„,. 0 40) X 10-11 e(-145 . 40)^ cn,3 ™,ec-l s-1, respecUve.y, for reacdons w,. 

,CH3,.N.-H, and CH3.™H. . *e-,e.pera»re ra„,e 232-644 K and » He pressure of 2.0 

,  The total ytelds of OH in the reactions were measured to be (0.12 . 0.09) and (0.14 .0.10) 

.;„ated to be .—,„ exc.ted.    A polsed-photo... reactor was used to extend onr 

„.ents on the O-ato. reactton .nedcs w.th the .nsnhsntu.ed roc.et fuel, N2H^*at we 

ton 

at 

esti 
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.,c   At ?QST^ hnth the rate coefficient, k3-(0.59 
had previously studied in the flow-tub. apparatus^ At 29S k, both 

, 0 1„ , ,0-U 0.3 tnoloc-1 s-1 and the total OH y,eld = (0.35 . 0.4) .d not show any 

dtscetnable dependence on He ot Na bu«et ,as ptessutes of up to 404 tot.. The tna^nttude of, ures 

effects in the 0 + N2H4 rcacnon rate 
the weak temperature dependence and the lack of pressure 

.„„al addtuon of the 0-atot„ to the di-a„.ne, followed by rap.d dlssoctatton of the tntetmedtate 

into a variety of products. 

INTRODUCTION 

Hydra^tne (N2H4), tnethylhydraztne (CHsN^Hz) -^ -^^^-^^^ 

a^tuethylhydrazine ((CH3)2NNH2) form an tntportant class of dt-annne based rocket Ms.l 

Xhey axe tvptoally o.idtzed tn n.troge„ tetro.ide (N2O4) combusters to generate the desired 

thrust. For e.atnple, a blend of 50:50 N,.H4 and (CH3,..N-^^^2 .s deployed tn the Tttan launch 

vehtcle^and CHs^-HNH,. .s used tn the vanous Space Shuttle thnasters that make up the Orbttal 

Maneuver  System   (OMS)   and  the  Reacuon  Control   System" (RCS).     T..r use   as 

,a,ments, are known not only to reduce the Ufettme or the performance of the onboard 

„strume„tatton due to surface contammatton 2 but also to degrade the amb.ent atmosphenc 

opttca, environment due to chemilu.nescent m.eractions both tn the near and far-f.elds of the 

expandtn. plume. Emiss.ons ran^ng from the tr to the vuv are poss.ble that primarily artse due 



,0 on gotag combustion..eactions ,n the „e^-fi..d • (core-radiadon)3 and due to effluent- 

atntosphere coUis.ons tn the far-fie.d (p.ome-radtation) 4-8 The n,ost recent ground-bascd9 and 

,rf,ght4,10 „bseo.dons of the uv-vis.ble enussions from the Space Shutde's throsters have 

„po„ed intense 336-nm NH(A->X) and 630-nm 0(lD^3p), and strong 558-ntn O(lS^lD) 

features tn the p>ume.ad,adon.  Analysts and modeling of these features as a function of ram- 

^ele and altitude tndicate that the mechan.sm for 0(lS)/0(lD) production ,s via colUstonal 

exctation of atmosphenc 0(3P) by the exhaust effluents, H2O and/or N,., and for NH(A) 

production via the 0(3P) . CH^MI reaction. The CHjNH fragment is believed to come from 

the thermal decotnposttion of the escaping fuel, CH3NHNH2.    Clear explanations of the 

s„urce(s) for many other weaker emtsston features (OH(A-.X), NO(A-.X), CN(B-.X, and 

CO(a-^X) etc.) in Space Shuttle plume-radiation have not yet been proposed.  This must wait 

^til we have a detailed understanding of the processes that control the temporal and spatial 

evolution of the tnitial exhaust effluents and their subsequent products.    The three matn 

processes that detem^ne the fate of the d,-amine fuel fragments within the thertnosphetic plume 

are de^adation by pyrolysts, oxidation by 0-atoms and heterogeneous loss to spacecraft 

surfaces.   It is therefore desirable to accurately determine the product distnbutions and the 

reactivity trends in 0-atom reactions wtth dt-ammes not only for carrying out reliable plume- 

radiance calculations but also for properly simulating the combustion of these fuels in N2O4. 

There ,s only one prevtous reportU on the room temperature (296 K) values for the 0- 

atom rate coefficents; kl = (2.3 . 0.34) x lO-H and n = (1.6 - 0.34) x 10-11 cm3 molec-1 s-l, 

respectively, for reaction with (CH3)2NNH2 and CH3NHNH2. In the same study k3 = (0.99 t 



1     1 for 'he O ^ N0H4 reacnon was als'o reported. Two other room 
0 p) X 10-11 cm3 molec-1 s-1 lor .he O , ^im 

.11     A    1 RO V 10-11 cin3 molec-1 g-l can also 
temperature values for lc3 = (O-^O = O.lD) x 

r.      . u   .onaratus 14 Furthermore, we 

,   ,       n-^-T 161 X 10-13 xexp (640 ±60)/T], 
„asu«d a .egaUve temperature dependence for k3 = (7.= ^ 2.16) 

m the temperature range 2^2 4-J J^ , .   i i n 
^= oA-^ 4.63 K and m i-i'J 

„„ 4 X 10-10 X exp[-604n] cm3 »o,ec-l .1 . .e temperature range 24.463 

,.,.,„ Ref 13   Accurate product yield measurements m the 
ton of Ar pressure had been claimed m Ref. 1..   A f _ 
^rhree reactrous are also scarce.  .rO...H.react.o.anOH.eldofC0...0.0. a. 

,. K and m .0 torr Of He pressure .as pre™us. reported . US.U   Thrs ,o„ .eld ts 

._^,.„,_,,..ssm.erthanthatofthe..H.productrnthe.rcrossedmolecu,ar.am 

_„ , ,. O . HaH4 —. Strmlarly, m the O . (CH3.H-. — - 

„dthe<CH3.1«.p.ducthutnomasss.gnalco.espondrngtothe<CH3.^^^^^^ 

.as seen.    And .al. „ the 0 . CH3HH.H,. mteract.n, the products CH3KKH (n 

CH3NHK)  and CH3KH^ or CB3NKH. were tdent.ed.     No  actual .elds for the 

__ .,... .re repo„ed. Ho.e.er, from these product srud.es the, excluded that 

,. ,._ant srmultaneous ahstractton of two H-atoms .n the O . N,.H4 ^N.H. . H. 

reaction mu ,    r^ ^ rrH-^loNNH? reaction 
Mlows that thts mode of 0-atom attac. ts prohah, negll.hle m the O . (CH3)2NNH. 

,„. . ..,et.t.e .th the slngle-H-atom remo.al, 0 . CH3.^. ^ OH . C.Hs. . the 

.... , „eth.h,dra.me.s reactton.   Stmrlarl,, m another mass spectromet. stu. . Oerh.ng 



was 
a„d co-wo*e.s,13 a relative,, large .gna, fo. the pn^ary H,0 product compared to OH 

also observed in the O + N2H4 system. 

:. th.s study the tetrtperature depeudenctes of M a„d .,, . the range 232-644 K and in 

. 0 torr He pressure, are reported for the f.st ..nre, and the effect of pressure on .3(298 K) 

product ytelds at 298 K tn these react.ons and used th.s .nformation to gain sotne further tns.ght 

into the nature 
of the reaction mechanism in the 0 + di-amine system. 

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

P.ev:ously, we have descnbed the details of the fast flow-tube apparatus and the pulsed- 

14,16   Here, we only gWe the details of reagent preparations, and how the 
photoylsis reactor 

reaction Idnetics data were collected and analyzed 

The di-anrine plus 0-atotn reactions were studted under pseudo-ftrst-order condttions tn 

0-atont concentratton (lO-atotu] « [dt-annne,,. The gas phase Idi-amtne] concentradon tn the 

e^pettntents was deterrmned by uv phototnetnc .eehnt.ues, and accurate measurements of the 

system, pressure, temperature and carrrer gas flow rates us.ng previously calibrated capactance 

manometers, thetmocouples attd eleComc mass-flow meters. The uv-absotpdon cross secttons, 

.,3 .nm of 220.. x 10-20, 248.9 . 10-20 and 399.9 . 10-20 cm2 molec-1, respecttvely for 

H,H4   CH3NH.-H2 and ,CH3,2NNH2 were used.l6,n   The Teflon/Pyrex flow-Unes were 



p.v,ously co„dU,ooed wUh .he d,.ao.„. so that „s in-sUu d.compos.fon ,n the reactors was 

„e.K.,ble, For the fast flow-tube apparatus, the 0-aton,s were generated etther tn a fixed stde- 

arr^ or ,„ a sUdiug.njector o^crowave discharge port. A 1% 02 .n He texture was dtscharged 

„ produce the 0-ato„>s. The inside walls of the port were coated wuh a 30% solution of H3PO4 

carrted by He w,th a total Unear buMow velocity, v. The di-amirte entered the ma,n reaction 

.one of the flow-tube from the sHding-tnjec.or when the 0-atoms were produced upstream .n a 

s.de-arm, and from the s.de-arm when the 0-atoms were made m the sltding-njeotor. The flow- 

.ube was operated under plug-flow condittonslS a, a nominal He pressure of 2.0 to. and ,n the 

temperature range 232-644 K. A halooarbon coated Pyrex flow-tube wtth an outer Pyrex jacket 

,hat contained a thermostated cooHng^eating flu.d was used for temperatures below 373 K, and 

a resisttvely heated quartz flow-tube (prevtously cleaned in H3PO4 solufon) was used for higher 

r,e presence of the di-amme was so h.gh that the s,.^al-to-notse ratio of the 0-atom resonance 

fluorescence fell below the detecuon hmi. of - 5 x IO8 molec cm-3 (signal-.o-noise ratto =1,1- 

sec tnteeration time). The flow-tube had to be warmed to 232 K or above m order to recover the 

tendency for charring mstde the floW-tube due to alKylated di-amtne decompositton was 

observed to tncrease greatly for T . 650 K. At each [d.-an^ne], the kinetics of the 0-atom plus 

d,-am.ne reactton was followed by recordmg the steady-state 0-atom cw-resonance fluorescence 

.^al strength as a functton of the reaction dtstance, z between the point of reagent m>xmg at the 

mjector dp and the fixed detection zone downstream of the flow-tube. The 0-atoms were probed 

us,n. a cw-mtcrowave atomtc resonance lamp to exctte the (33so, ^ 23Pl) trans.tions m atomic 



.:. o..o.o.n, . .e ..P ... a —o.a»..MT as..... X.e ...s 

.e.  ana,.e. ... p.o.o.co™...™—,  scaU„s —.   a„a «co.ea  a.  a 

•.  tv,. Hi 9 line of the OH transition 
us.„g a mnab,. pulsed4as« operaUng a. - 282,15 nn> to excue the Ql2 

(,2.. V = 1 ^ X2n, V" = 0). The „»,.ng .ase.Moced fluorescence doe to the tta.s,.ons 

' '^ ,, _ 1 ^ X2n. V = 1, bandhead a. 312.16 nm) and (A2S. V = 0 ^ X2n. .' = 0. 

„d at 30.3. n»), e... .„. *e detects .one was detected o.o.nal. to 1. p.be 

,asetbeanab,asecondWpass.»..^.asse.b,. Tbese steals we.eanal.ed..n..e 

e,a..e..nte.atlon/s.sna. a.e..n, tecbnt,„es and tecorfed at anotbe, nncocotnpnten    ,- 

■     t.H tn he ~ 1 X 109 molec cin-3 (signal-to-noise ratio - 1, THe detection limit for OH was estimated to he    1 x lU   m 

per lOOO-pulse-integrations). 

. ,n,sed-photol,s.s teactot opetattn, nndet s,ow*w cond.ons was entpl.ed to 

extend tHe .3(298 K) tate coeffictent .easntentents fo. the O . N2H4 reaction tn He o. M 

« of UP to 404 torr, 248-ntn laser photolysis (1-5 ml/ctn2/pulse) of - 1.0 x 
buffer gas pressures ot up to ^u^ lun 

,0. . hv -> 0(1D) - 00 followed by 0(lD) + N2 -> 0(3P) + N2^) 
1013 molec cm-3 of ozone (O3 - hv -^ 0{^D)    u., 

.■     ■      f nr3P^ in excess N2H4 by recording the cw time- 
was employed to directly follow the kinetics of 0(3P) m excess N2m 

_,, __ nuorescence 0-atom signal immediately after the photolysis pulse.  The 
.....ecoef.cientdatamN2was.soobtainedin.rectlyhymonito.ngOHproductionm.e 



reacuon. Here, 193-nm photolysis of N2O was used to produce the 0(3P) and excess CO, was 

„sed as the OH(v" > 0) product quencher.!? ^e Bnetics was followed by detenmni.g the [OH] 

a„e profile tmmediately after the photolysts by record.ng the relative OH-fluoresce„ce s.gnal 

strength as a function of the delay rime between the photolysts and probe laser pulses. The slow 

gas flow rate of the reactor and the laser repetit.on rate were chosen so as to replemsh the 

reaction mixture in the detection zone after every photolytic pulse. 

' The absolute OH product yields in these reacttons were determined by measuring the 

relative detection sensttivity for 0-a,oms and OH radtcals m our apparatuses ustng su.table 

photolytes for which the values of OH and/or 0(3P) quantum ytelds are accurately known. Thts 

is described in detail in the next section. 

Materials 

He 0 99.9997%) from U. S. Bureau of Mines, N2 (99.9995%) from Spectra Gases, N2O 

(99.99%) from Matheson Gas Products and CO2 (99.99%) from Scott Specalty Gases were used 

as recetved. Hydrocarbon-free N2H4 (Vilang Grade) from Edwards AFB, (CH3)2NNH2 0 

99.3%) and CH3NHrai2 0 99.5%) from OKn Chemicals were subjected to several freeze-thaw 

punfication cycles at a grease-less vacuum Itne, and the punfied distillates dned over BaO or 

CaH2. 02 (99.991%) from Big Three Industry was used as supplied to make up a 1% in He 

dtscharge mtxture. O3 was generated by Dowmg the O2 through a commercal ozonator and 

collected in a trap over siUca gel at 195 K. Excess O2 entrained m the gel was pumped off at 77 



K.  A 2% 03 to He cal,bra.ion .n^xture was-prepared in a darkened 12-1 flasL The water was 

distilled in the laboratory. 

RESULTS 

Direct ki, k2 and k3 Determinations 

Smce the [d,-amme] always .s tn a great excess over the [O-atona] ,n the flow-tube, it can 

be shown that the pseudo-first-order decay coefficient, k, for 0-atoms ts grven by; ln,OS/OSo) 

= .k-i.t. Where OS is the net (background-subtracted) steady-state 0-atom cw-resonance 

fluorescence sr.na, strength recorded at the detection zone for a reaction trnre of . = z/v.  The 

where the 0-atoms enter and the 0-atonr resonance fluorescence detectron axrs.   v ,s the bulk 

f„„ = 0 and corresponds to the Mtia, concentration. [0-atomlo available at the detection zone. 

,, = k'w . ^i[di-anrine], where kV is the first-order loss rate tern, for 0-atonrs to the walls, and 

. ,i the absolute second-order 0-atom reaction rate coefficent wtth the di-an„ne (i = 1 or 2 for 

(CH3)2NNH2 and CH3NHNH2, respectively). Values of k, rn the range 100-600 s-1 were 

extracted front non-hnear-leasfsquares fits .0 the data points of the observed exponential decays 

of the 0-a,om signal. In the absence of the di-amine, kV was typtcally found to be - 10-20 s-1 

at 298 K. (For O-atoms entering upstream v,a the fixed stde-arm port, there ts additional loss of 



O-atoms, wh.ch increases as the reacon length ts decreased due to tncreasing amount of 

exposure to the shding-injec.or walls. In thts case ,t can be show, that « = - k w,,n - l=i[di- 

antine], where k'„,„ ts the ftrst-order decay coefftce.t for 0-atotn loss a. the tn^ector walls. 

This lost rate term, Itw.m was t>„cally found to be - 5 s-1 at 298 K, see Hgure 1, open circles). 

The values of k', were plotted as a functton of [di-anune] to extract the corresponding ki values 

by fitttng the data to a Itnear-least-squares roudne, see F.gure 2. figure 3 shows the temperamre 

dependences of kl and k2 m the range 232-664 K and in 2.0 totr He pressure. 

In the 03/N2/N2H4 pulsed-photolys.s expenments, the 0-atom signal immediately after 

the intttadng laser pulse was also observed to decay exponenttally, with the decay coefficient, k3 

grven by; k'd + k3[N2H4l. Here, k'd represents the sum of first-order loss rate terms of 0-a.oms 

due ,0 diffusion out of the detectton volume, and reactton wtth 03 and background tmpundes. 

kd was typtcally measured to be ,n the range 25-50 s-1 and k3 in the range 500-3000 s-L The 

298 K values of k3 determined from second-order plots were; (0.56 ± 0.08) x lO-H, (0.=:. ± 

0.08) X 10-U and (0.60 . 0.09) x lO-H Ctn3 molec-1 s-1 in 21,6 torr He, 208.9 totr He and 

205.4 torr N2 pressure, respectively.   AU mdicated errors m th.s work are 1-a, prectston plus 

estimated systematic. 

10 



OH Product Yield Measurements 

j      nw u;ith internal vibrational 
The exothe^cty of the 0 . di-ama.= reacuon can produce OH wuh 

-    . .0 the hhu. of avaUable reacno. enthalpy"   In order ,o be able to treasure 
excitations up to the iimii ui a 

_., the tota, OH .e. tn the reactton by .St probes *= (V = 0) .eve,, and be ab,e to 

_.„...„,a>ue.rtheOH.dt-a..ne react™, ttwasnecessaryto record theOH 

^^ tr^ itc rpqctive and/or diffusional loss, around state compared to its reactiv. auuj 

represented by; 

■k-i oH-o-sxpc-k'v-i))   ro 
[OH]=l(A-B)/(l' 

,,jj„.,e,p(-k',OH..)-»P(-kvt)HlB/(tVki.0H)l'(exp(-«,OH.' 

Where ., OH = ..OH..-^, . .w,OH represents the pseodo-ftrst-order .oss of OH tn the 

system, wtth ..OH . the abso.te second-order rate coeffic.ent for OH react.on w.th the d- 

atmne and .„,0H as the ftrst-order rate ter. for ,oss to the flow-tobe waHs, .V = .t.OHndt- 

atmne, . .OHV.H.0, . .r,OHV . ...OH^ is the effect., .st-order rate tenn for decay of 

.OH. .OHV. .r,OHV .d ..OH. respect..., as the second-order rate coefr.ent for 

..„.„ .,th the dt-atntne, the second-order rate coeffctent for quench., w.th water, the 

^„,,_   „;,.n   by;   A   =   .OH^PHdU^ne,   and   B   --   (.OHV^^-0,   ^ 

11 



k'r,OH^)fi,OH^ki[0]o[di-amine])/(k'i-k'v), where fi,OH and f^OH^ are the branching fractions 

for production of, OH m (v" = 0) and all excited states, respectively. For our flow-tube 

conditions during yield measurements of 4.0 x 10l5 of H2O quencher and (0.4-1.1) x lOl^ 

molec cm-3 of di-amine concentrations, the second term of Equation (L) is negligible, and the 

expression reduces to: [OH] = ((fi,OHtot.ki[di-amine][0]o)/(k'rk'i,OH))*{exp(-k'i,OH.t)-exp(- 

k'l.t)}, where fi,OHtot represents the total OH branching fraction in the reaction. The recorded 

[OH] profiles can thus be fitted, without significant errors, to a 3-variable bi-exponential 

expression of the form; mi*{exp(-m2.t)-exp(-m3.t)} to extract values for k'i from m3, k'i,OH 

from m2, and the total OH yield from mi.  . 

Figure 4(a) shows a typical [OH] profile recorded in the O + CH3NHNH2 flow-tube 

reaction. Figure 5(a) shows values for k'2 (solid triangles) extracted as a function of 

[CH3NHNH2] employed in the experiment as well as those measured by directly monitonng the 

O-atom decay in the same experiment (open triangles). Figure 5(b) shows the corresponding 

plot for k'2,0H values. The slopes in these plots give absolute second-order rate coefficient 

values of k2(298 K) = (1.38 ± 0.34) x IQ-H (OH-monitonng) and (1.43 ± 0.25) x lO-H (O-atom 

monitoring), and k2,OH(298 K) = (5.6 ± 1.7) x lO-H cm3 molec-1 s-1 in 2.0 ton He. The 

corresponding (CH3)2NNH2 flow-tube values in 2.0 torr He were ki(298 K) = (2.01 ± 0.49) x 

10-11 and (2.10 ±0.37) x 10-11,,and ki,OH(298 K) = (6.7 ±2.0) x 10-11 cm? molec-1 s-1. 

X 

The photolysis reactor was used to extend the OH yield measurements to higher buffer 

gas pressures in the 0 + N2H4 reaction. N2O (5.0 x 10l5 molec cm-3) was photodissociated at 

12 



193 nm (1.5 mJ/cm2/pulse) m the presence of N2 to generate the 0(3P), and the OH profile 

recorded with sufficient CO2 (8.1 x IOI6 molec cm-3) also present to preferentially relax the 

vibrationally excited OH to its ground state before significant reactive loss occurred. Figure 4(b) 

shows a typical OH plot obtained, and the line is a fit to the data points for a kinetic expression 

analogous to Equation ©• At each of the 21.2, 185.8 and 404.0 torr of N2 pressures studied, the 

absolute second-order rate coefficient values of k3(298 K) = (0.63 ± 0.16) x lO-H, (0.60 ± 0.15) 

X 10-11 and (0.62 ± 0.16) x IO-H, and k3,OH(298 K) = (3.9 ± 1.2) x IO-H, (3.8 ± 1.1) x IO-H 

and (3.2 ± 1.0) x IO-H cm3 molec-1 s-1, respectively, were deduced from the OH profiles. 

Direct 0-atom monitoring (to deduce ks) m these experiments was not performed since the N2O 

caused a severe loss m the resonance fluorescence signal due to its huge absorption cross section 

at ~ 130 nm.21 

Extraction of the absolute branching fraction for OH production in the O + di-amine 

reactions from fitted values of mi (usmg m2 and ms) requires mstrument calibration usmg a 

suitable photolyte. In the flow-tube work, it can be shown that; 

(ID 
mT    '     ' "■ il(m3-m2)(RO/ROH)/Oso = (fi,OH + ~fi,OH^)ki [di-amine] 

Where OSo is the 0-atom signal at z = 0 determined directiy from the [O-atom] decay recorded 

in the same expenment as the [OH] profile. (RO/ROH) ^S the relative response factor for 0- 

atom and OH detection at the two detector assemblies. This is determined m a back-to-back 

calibration expenment by photodissociating a small amount of O3 (2.0 x 10l3 molec cm-3) at 
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m nn, (1. o.:/cn>2/po,se) .. *e detection vCo^e of the flo.-.ube w* *e sa.. a^oun, of 

H,0 (4 0 X 1015 „o,.c C.-3) and He (2.0 .0.) pre.« as .ha. en,p,oyed ,n the ld„e..c ™ns. 

Th. ensured *a. .he de.ec.on sens..,v..y for 0-a.o.s and OH rad.cals regained unchanged in 

.he hac...o-bac. «ns.  The exponen.., [OH, and [03P, decays are sr^Uaneously recorded .n 

heam complere, encapsulates .he coon.er propa,a..n, l.h. hean. from the nucrowave lamp 

.s.de .he de.ec.ron volume. The signals are extrapolated to ttnte .ero to determine .he value for 

*e     rafo     of    the     rnrnal    OH    and    0-a.our     stgnals,     (OHSo.cal/OSo.al)    = 

a.OH;KO)([OHlo,ca,/[0]o,cal).  The ra.io, ([0H]o,cal/[O]o,cal) for .he .nittal OH and O-atom 

producon ts directly calculable from the taown OH yreld in Ho.O pho.olys.s 22,23 0(lD) and 

0(3P) ^elds ,n O3 pho.clysts.24 .nd product yields in 0(lD) . H2O and    0(lD) . O3 

,e.c.ions.25   Srnce a large excess of KO] rela.,ve .0 Idt-amrne] ts employed, the wea. [di- 

a^ne, dependence of .he ..OH' term ,s .gnored ,n the analysts.   Also, tt can be shown that 

under these condU.ons, - 98 * of the OH(v" > 0) w.l, be quenched to the ground state. 

Therefore, dte value of (f„OH * -fi,OHV) w.ll underesfmate the true total OH yield by only - 

,.% or so.     Hgure 3(c) shows a plot of „Um3-m2)(RO/ROH)/OSo as a function of 

[CH3NHNH21, whose slope grves a value for (f^.OH . -f2,OHV)lc2(298 K) = (0.20 . 0.10) x 

10-U cm3 molec-1 s-1 as .he phenomenoiogrcal ra.e coeffc.en. for .he channels that lead .0 OH 

for^adon. Similar analysts for 0 . (CH3)2NNH2 system gave (fl.OH - -fl,OH'')kl(298 K) - 

(0.24 . 0.12) X lO-U em3 molec-1 s-L An es..n,ate for f,,OHV >" the flow-tube reactions was 
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^      ,    Fere  the Ql(l) «"= °f *^ OH(O^O) 
„ade m a different tdnd of back-<o-back expenment.  H=.=,       QlC 

•   .u   m_^m hand observed in the presence 
..si.on was probed a„d .he «so..,ng fluorescence ,n .he (0-.0, 

r .^A (   n msl reaction time,   ine 
(4 0 X 1015 .olec cn.-3) and absence of added water at a t.xed (   - ms) 

OH.        /OHS .s  to a good approximation, dnectly proportional to (f,OH ^ 
sianal ratio, OHSwater/^^^ i^' '"     ° 

,     ,      •„ thP OH fluorescence quantum 
, j nWc i9 corrected for the drop m the un nu^^ 

~fi OH^)/fi-OH, provided OHSwater is corrects 

53% and - 59% for fl.OH' and f2,0H-. respecively. 

..0 ..„» .he above OH e.cUa.or.de.ec.ron schenre, .he phenon,eno>o,ca. OH .e,d .n 

., O . K* Leon was dce^ned b, co.pa^n, .he User rndnced fluorescence ... 

„   :   .he   .3-n.  pho.o..s  Of ..O..CO...H.   ..»«  .0  .a.  seen  rn 

N2O/N2/CO2/H2O. It can be shown that; 

,(„3-.)(OHf.a.er/OHf)(D/C,/OHSo,wa.er = (ft.OH ^ -f3,OHV).c3lN,.H4] 

_.,.f.3,,asbefore,are<hebes..nes.oab.e.ponen.r.fl.of.heCOH,..eprofl,e 

;  .      OH.       .       is    the    time-zero    OH    signal    m 
in    N90/N9/C02/N2H4    photolysis,    OHSo,water 

.,0^0,00,^.0 pho.o.srs, and 0H._ and OH. „presen. .he OH—ence ,nan.™ 

,;. .e^s .n N30,N.C0./H,.0 and K.O.-.COo.^.H, pho.o.s.s, respec.e.. D = 

„.,0,.H,O.OH . .H.O,.H.O) and C = aNo.O,.H,.0.0 . .CO*CO.. w.h Y = 

,..^0O.H.0V(.C0..C0.   .   .N...   .   ^.O.K.O   ^   ^.O.H.O)   and  V 
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various kspecies are me b- 
.      ,, , 03 nm 22.25.26 The first term m C represents the 

u  r-      ■     the absorption cross sections at 19. nm.    . 
the Gspecies> tne dui>^iy 

showed that the contnbunon to 03P iron, CU.p 

•K   ^      ,0 OH from H.O photolys,s22.23 comparable to that from 
N9025   and contnbution to OH trom n,    y 
' "      ' , rrnolarn?   +   [N2]qN2   " 
„o„..S      The   rat..   (OHf.ater/OHf)   -   .Va.   ^   ^-..00. 

.,V      ■ tCO^CO, . mm ^ [N201,N.O . [H201,H.O) is calculable 
[NoO]qN20V(krad ^ L'-^2JqC02 

.   28 and the radiative decay rate. 
.,e known OH(A, V = 0) ,uench,ng rate coefftc.eots, ,spectes 

,   ,. .„, .. „. .pec. eoncentratto..  ... ratio was m— Co. to nn. Ot 

.     t.r r?^ n X 1015 molec cm-^) m 
, , ,^ 0 989 to 0 927) by using just sufficient anaount of water (8.0 

ranged frona 0.989 to U.y nlD to OH.   The small 

,, .Ubratlon run to convert a sm.l amonnt (U-IXO*) of the 0* 
1 ,n;c   The slopes m the plots 

M u. •. OHf and YO is ignored m the above analysis. The slop 
contnbution from N2H4mOilf and Y        . .^IWo^. 

21.2, 185.8 and 404.0 torr. 
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DISCUSSION 

.     T>,^ rpnrtions of 0-atoms with the 
Reaction Ene.ics and OH Yield Measurements. The react,ons 

,     ■       Tv,^ Arrhenius fits to the data 
aunnnes ate fast, and show wea. tentpetatute dependences.   The Atxhen, 

.     . V, - ,1 94 * 0 34) X 10-11 e(25 ± 2=)T and 
pomts of Rmte 3 give the following expressions, icl - (1-94 - 0.. 

o     n .nw 10-11 eC-145 ± 40)rt cm3 molec-1 s-1, respectively, for reactions w,th 
k? = (2.29 ± 0.40) X 10 ^^ e^ ^ 

■    . T59 644 K and in He pressure of 2.0 
(CH3),NNH, and CH3NHNH2 m the temperature range 2.2-644 

.„  variation tn the .nttta, O-atont concentrauon, tCo fro. 1 x lOl 1 to . x lOU tnoleo c.-. 

.,  seconda.   O-a.om  reactions   on  the  rate  coefficient  de—ons  is  neghgthle. 

,om the Cascharge ts expected .0 Have a neghgthle effect, tf an. on our .1 and ., 

.        .   ,„„,   The k3(298 K) values obtamed m the present photolysis reactor are consistent 
deterrmnations.   ine KJ^.-^-O X-^J 

,. *e range 1-5 mW.ulse) had no detectable effect on .e measured value of .3.  Thus 

.u.n.thennxture.sresidencetimeof-0.2.sec„ndsmthereactor,less .an 1.7*03 .OSS was 

. „,H3)30 Of this reaction are also expected to cause a neghgihle interference .0 our rate 

_„s. NO attempt was made to measure U and .2 hy photoly.mg-03 m (CH3)2NI.T.2 
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0, cn,mm2 an the presence of N2) s.nce .ese n.x»es are expected to be .o.e than .0 

nmes or so less stable than the O3/N2H4 mixture 30 

Also, no discemable pressure effect on .3(298 K) was observed for up to 404 torr of He 

or N. our average value for .3(298 K) in this wor. is (0.59 . 0.12) x 10-U cm3 rrrolec-l .1. 

The present flow-tube .1(296 K) and .2(296 K) values are ,n excellent agreement, w,«n - 10% 

.„d - 14*, respectrvel,, to those of Lang, detemuned . a photolys.s reactor.H though the,r 

,3(,96 K) value rs - 68% Mgher than ours.   Assunnng that the [dr-amine] can be measured 

rnrpurrt-es rn Lang's sample of N2H4 tna, be a poss.ble cause for the hrgher measured rate 

.oeff.crent.Thepresentva,uesof.l,OH(298K) = (6.7.2.0)xl0-n,and.2,OH(298K, = ,5.6 

, 1.7) X 10-U in 2.0 torr He and the average value of k3,OH(298 K) = (3.6 ± 1.2) x lO-H cm3 

„„,ec-l s-1 in up to 404 torr He or N2 pressure are entrrely consistent w.th our drrec. flow-tube 

measurements of (6.0 . 1.1) x 10-U. (6.1 . 1.1) x iO-U and (3.7 . 0.7) x ,0-U cm3 molec-i s- 

1, respectively.31 

The phenomenological branching fraction, B.OH, for total OH yeid in the reactions can 

be calculated from the ratio of the measured slopefs) of Equation (n) (or ffl) and the 

corresponding fitted value of .,. These were; B l.OH = iO.U . 0.09) and B2,0H = iOM . 0.10) 

at 7,8 K and m 2.0 torr He, and B3.OH = (0-32 . 0.13), (0.4O . 0.15) and (0.34 . 0.13), 

respectively, ,n 21.2, 185.8 and 404 torr Na, and 298 K. Our previous B3,0H value determined 

„ the flow-tube wor. was (0.15 . 0.05) a, 298 K and m 2.0 to. He. In both the flow-tube and 
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,,„„,,. „.. . ...... — a ,ow p_o,o.ca, .e. .. OH . *= O . N3H.    ■ 

^^^^ ^^,_„^,, ,„_,... .._...M00..... a. ..>^ 

_,.......a. a..oa........o...a   ...^^^^^^^^^^ 

:_o....»...a.a..a.a...e — 

-..„,..._...3,OH.-.,OH...a.e...o.o.. —.e^.O,a.^.O. 

,,^ , ,,„,. ,,„.,3. ...,, .0 .ve (OlO . N. a. ., . OH, . *e p..c..    ,- 

,3 ... ^^^ -» —^^ - — ™'- -^ ^^° """ " " ""     r 
v,;^>. i5 known to be a multi- 

,.„»» ..d, *(03P)..*(01D) >n *e «ssoaa.o„ of ozone, wH.ch     ^0 

,        • oH cbcnlD) and <1>(03P) to be 
cbannel process at 193 n.. Previously, we have Erectly detenn:ned .(0 D) 

.   w ^4 Therefore $(03P)/<5(OlD) may be in therange 
(0 46 - 0 29) and (0.57 ± 0.14), respectively.-4 Therefore, cp^ 

,„„,,, . .0-.- .0 0... .-n C.3.0...... . « «.= «s —. .. 0. no. 
,      ,        , ,ni5  + oil) makes the previous 

. nT.r<=rtamties  the nominal value of (0.l3  ± uai; rube measurement uncertamueb, 
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WS (0 30 . 0 17). ™s ,ow pheno™,o.o.ca, OH yiCd (in .he N2H4 . O- 

,     .   „„„„tatively fa asreement with Foner and Hudson 
atom reactionis qualitatively 1     . ,K, di imide, »H2, 

.      , .adioal (the co-product of OH) relative .0 that for the di imid      . 
simals for the hydrazyl radical (the      P 
' . ,„....,3mowsi.a,sfor.heOHproductre,ativeto.hatforH.O(theco 

and Gehring and co-worker s 

product of N2H2)- 

. -th ,CH.),NNH., CH3NHNH2 and N2H4 show significant 
The 0-atom reactions with (CH3)2^Mn2, 

.     ■   ,he OH product   Our relative measurenaents provide estimates 
internal vibradonal excitation m the OH product. 

.    ■     ^f nTTfv" = 1) m the alkylatea ai 
.    ,,* - 59% and -50*14 respectively.  Production of OH(v 

or - DJ%, ~ ^y /°' '^^ t,   ^ ,vcQ also independently 
,e . O-atom reactions (fa the absence of added H2O quencher) was 

.       „f wea. Lff sisals Where the hydroxyl radical was 

verified fa this wor. b, observ.Uons of weaK Lff    . ^ ^^^^^ 

.   , .„ ,,, n^l) band, and the resultant (1-0) and d-D 
direcfly excited m the (1«-1J „   ■    j. were seen for 

roMT a^semblv   No discemable OH LIF sign 
™„toreda.anionochroinator/PKrasse.by ^ ^^ ^^^„,,„„,, ,„,„eed m 

,^,) laser excitation. Thus most of the vibradonally excited OH . 

(.. = 1) state with approximately < 5% of the OH fa (V > D levels. 

.        ■   d fa all three O + d,-amine reactions mean that removal of a 
The low OH yields determined m all three u 

. ,98 K  Hence direct H-abstract,on by the 0-atom from N-H 
3ta,e H-atom is a minor process at 298 K. Hen ^^^^^^^^ 

,   ,       r H bonds plays a relatively minor role m ttie o 
bonds, and when available from C-H bonds play ,,irto„.e«minat,cn 

,   ,.    Removal of hydrogen atom(s, could also well occur man addition el 

mechanism.   Removal . , „, v for T < 500 K, and the lack of 

p„cess.  The observed negative temperature dependencies of k., 

, ,. „, B^ OH fa un to 404 to. of N2 pressure would be consistent 

f„»ation of an adduct that rapidly dissociates, m pnnciple, throu.-h 
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HOH.. .00., 0. OH (Plus *e hy*., co-..-..., ,. a .,o»Ua, .«a.n, of *= N-H 

P„„. a. HoasonlS ....a « .is a..e.-N ..e o. .na.n. .s ..o.. » O . 

CH3NmH, .aeon s.ce *e .ass spec.o.e.c appea.a„c= s.,.a, o, :./e = 44 .on fo. ,c.s) 

.    .■  ,rfirnl   CH-NHN) could be identified with a stable di-.nnde 
CH3NNH (and not the di-radical, CHJMHIN) GO 

,„.„et 3. whtle no nVe = . ton s..nal .t the (CH3.NN ptoduct was seen . aO .n .e case o. 

0 . (CH3),NKH, teaction. It could we,, bethat CH3N..- and (CH3).NH ate .so .nned vta 

,. ^attte-N .nd of bnd.n. but thett taptd teattan,etnent.dtssocia.on ptevented the. .otn 

.        ,        For examp,= M-hly excited azomethane would be expected .0 
beinc detected in their system.  For example, m,my 

■    A, n   ■   fCH-l9NKH^ reacdon.    The reaction 
form from (CH3)2NN rearTaugement m the O . (CHJ2NN   . 

. ,       ,      lO-. teal mo,-l m this channel would be sufficent to dissociate the 
exothenmcity of ~  102 Kai mux 

methane mto .CH3 . H.  —,„ tt ts been shown that photo-excited azomethane 

,3 nm) does tndeedfragment, after aneffic.enttrans.c.sor.rans.sauche.sonrenzat.on,b, 

the rupture of two CN bonds vta a concerted mechamtsm,33 ft remains an open question 

Whether chem.cal,.act.ated azomethane m its v.ous isometic forms if produced in the - 

,eH3),.-NH. reaction also dissociates s.tr„,ar,y. Thus, direct mass spectrometnc detection or 

,e prilar, product, H.O (or the CH3 and N. fragments of the co-product) would have been 

,CH3.HHH, was important or not. Our low OH yield m 0 . (CH3,.N-NH. reaction would 
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either support this or the possibility that yet another type of addition adduct is involved in these 

reactions;   The observed increase m the room temperature reaction rate coefficient along the 

series: N2H4, CH3NHNH2, (CH3)2NNH2, with rate ratios, 1.0:2.3;3.5, shows that increased 

methylation is facilitating the formation of such adduct(s).  This would be consistent if the O- 

atom, acting as an electrophile, attaches preferentially to the substituted N-atom, where the 

relative electron charge density would be expected to mcrease with increased methylation along 

the homologous senes.    Evidence for such a process may be found m the related amine 

homologous senes; CH3NH2. C2H5NH2, (CH3)2NH, (CH3)3N, where the room temperature 

0-atom rate coefficient was observed to mcrease from left to nght, and was independent of the 

argon buffer gas pressure of 13 to 52 torr employed,34 showing here also that H-abstraction from 

N-H is probably not a predominant reaction path. The observed reactivity trend would, however, 

be consistent with increased importance of H-abstraction from the C-H bond or adduct 

formation.  The negative temperature dependence seen for the very fast (CH3)3N + O reaction 

suggests a reaction mechamsm involving adduct formation.   In this case, direct electrophilic 

attack at the N-center would yield an excited N-oxime adduct.    This can either undergo 

coUisional stabilization or fragmentation to products, or m the case of 1° and^2° anaine reactions, 

the initial N-oxime may first rearrange to another excited adduct,'a hydroxylamine, which then 

either coUisionally stabilizes or decomposes to final products. To our knowledge, absolute OH 

or other possible product yield measurements have not been performed for these amine reactions 

either.  Such studies would be very valuable for discerning which reaction path(s) are important 

m the 0-atom oxidation of amines.  Hence, by analogy, N-oxime type adduct formation in 0 + 

di-amine reactions should upon (rearrangement and) N-N bond cleavage also either lead to a 

hydroxylamine product plus NH, or NH2 or HNO and their corresponding co-fragments.   To 
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.„«s 0. ..e ..c. ..... . .e „e. ... .o .ce„a. .e„ p.e„„.e.,o.c. 

.... — 3S    ... ... OH a. 0. .o.« .e. .e.— ^ 0^». 

. u .    -.P. ffCH'^)9NND. and CH3NDND2) or with their methyl reactions with N-deuterated hydrazmes ((CH,)2NNU2 

Of .e hyd.osen .on, .he «.hy. fonCon* co.p^ed . .. f.o» .he N-cente. 

B.e„ *o..h . A.he.us . .0 .: .nd .. fo, <he e„.e te.pe«u.e .„,e of 23. .0 64. 

■H,   the data .n H^ure 3 for T > 500 K dearly shows an onset of upward curvature tn 
K is possible, the data m ri-uio ^ 

„ our rate _»ents or the t.portanee of another reaction .oss.. d.=. . 

,    ,   ,3   i„,„,3in»       Fumre   htgher   temperature   rate   coefficent   and   OH   ye. 
abstraction)   is   mcreasm-. 

1H KP of interest for confinning this observation, measurements would be ot mteresi lui 

The^ospheHc P>ut„e Che„.s.ry. Prom our present data, we ca>eu>ate .. to he - a . 

,„.n 0.3 trtolec. s. for a typtca. ,ow earth orhtt O^O thermosphenc temperature of around 

.3S0K. Assumption ofano.na,numherdens.tyof->.10.mo.ecenr.3for the am^entO. 

^results tn an o—Ufettmeof-SO seconds for theCH3™.eUra^ents.nthe 

3^,,,,,.„,.^.erp,urne.Theo.dahonhfet.meofthefueUra^entsmr.hthemuchsho. 

«• •   f ot RRn TC could be much higher 
ocnn.   Firstly the thermal rate coefficient at 880 11 coui 

than this for two reasons,   t^irstiy, m 

„here cou.d he reactm. wtth the .e. much more ..— .an .e the.a. .0 



directionof the thruster velocity (~ 3.5 km rl) relative to the Shuttle's orbital velocity (~ 7.8 km 

s-1), the di-amine molecules can encounter 0* travelling with relative velocities m the range 

from 4.3 to 11.3 km s-1, which corresponds to collision interaction energies in the range 1.1-7.9 

eV.  These energetic encounters could have higher overall reaction cross-sections and proceed 

via several different modes of attack. Perhaps direct abstraction rather than addition/elimination 

could be the predominant reaction mechanism m the hyperthermal regime.  This would lead to 

entirely different kinds of product branching patterns/state distributions, and therefore ir and 

(possibly uv) chemiluminescence, than that observed m the room temperature bulb experiments 

which are charactenzed by Boltzmann energy distributions.   Alternatively, high-energy bamer 

and/or endothermic channels, and pathways that mvolve complex geometncal rearrangements 

with electronic excitement could become more accessible.   For the latter type, Orient and co- 

workers,36 in their crossed-molecular beam apparams, have seen evidence for the direct 

formation of electronically excited radical fragments when very fast, ~ 20 eV, m the laboratory 

frame (LAB), O* encounters the di-amine molecule. NH(A) emission was seen for all three di- 

amine reactions under single-collision conditions, while CH(A) and CN(B) emissions were seen 

only for the CH3NHNH2 reaction.   In an earlier work, they had shown that the threshold for 

NH(A) production was at ~ 7.0 eV, LAB, in the case of the hydrazine reaction.37 This suggests 

N7H4 + O* -^ NH(A) + NH2OH is the most likely reaction channel for the observed emission 

since it has a lower thermodynamic threshold of ~ 3.53 eV, m the center-of-mass frame (CM), 

compared to other possible channels; ^ NH(A) + H2O 4- NH and -^NH(A) + NH2 + OH, 

which have CM thresholds of - 5.32 and ~ 6.28 eV, respectively. The corresponding minimum 

0* beam energy needed would be ~ 5.29, - 7.98 and ~ 9.41 eV, LAB, respectively.   Their 

measured threshold suggests a considerable reaction barrier for excited-state product formation. 
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NO measured reaction .hresho.d enerdes are available for the 0- . dkyla.ed di-arn^ne reactions. 

However, these should have reaction barrrers at least equal to the.r thermodynamic lower litrdts. 

Thus for O* + CH3NmH2, the correspondtng product channels: ^ NH(A) + CH3NHOH, 

^ NH(A) . H2O . CH3N and -. NH(A) . CH3NH . OH would have CM thresholds of >. 3.41. 

> 2.81 and > 6.22 eV, respectively. For the Space Shuttie plume, thts means that the reactions 

would turn on a. relative velocrtres of - 7.44, - 6.76 and - 8.66 ta s-1, respectively. Indeed, the 

NH(A) plume-radiation .nteos.ty .s observed .0 show a strong angular dependence on the 

.n between 30° and 90° (zero and 180°, respectively betng wake and head-on ram fMngs). to 

,heu numencal srmulations, V.ereclt and co-worker,10 d,d not cons.der dtrect NH(A) formation 

from the raw fuel, but rather from stmrlar 0- reactions wtth tts pyrolytic product, CH2NH.H 

OT(A) . H2CO or -. NH(A) . H2 + CO) and combustion products, HNC H NH(A) ^ CO) 

and m^CO (-. NH(A) . CO2). They ™led our the HNC reaction, srnce m the plume the HCN 

CN(B^X) emrsstons m the labora.ory.38 The plume-radiation at 380 nm due to CN(B^X) was 

nruch weaker'than that at 336 nm due to NH(A^X), tmplying a very low absolute mQ 

relative to that of the NH(A) precursor. The HNCO reaction wttir its thermodj^amic threshold 

of - 2.02 eV, CM, would rmply an onset for NH(A) emission at relative colUsion velocity m 

LEO of - 5.78 icm s-1, wMle the htgher - 2.49 and - 2.47 eV, CM, thermodynamic thresholds 

for the CH2NH reactions would .mply onset at - 6.80 and - 6.78 km s-1. respectively 

Consequentiy, the h.gher angle(s) (between the orb.tal and th„st vectors) predicted by the latter 

reactions for the etrussion onset gave betier agreement w.th the observauons, and therefore. 
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HNCO was also mkd out. Note that the 0- ^ CH3NHN-H2 r=ac.ion(s), from above, would also 

have stmUar high angle onset(s). It is not clear whether or no, Viereolc and co-worker exphcttly 

were able to rule out thts dtrect path for NH(A) in their .pacecraf,/oMer con,aMinanon 

revre.en,a,ion accou«in, for transiently etnitted species (SOCRATES) simulations,    • rather 

they stipulated that a precursor (CH2NH) mole fraction of - 3 x 10-5 and inclusion of its O- 

reaction in the code gave a reasonable reproduction of many of the observed NH(A) plume- 

radiation features, including the varration of its intensity with the ram angle. To our knowledge, 

neither the O* + CH2NH -^ NH(A) ^ H2CO (or ^ NH(A) . H2 H- CO), nor the HNC + O* ^ 

NH(A) + CO, or the HNCO * 0' ^ NH(A) + CO2 reactions have been studied in the 

laboratory.      Also,   the   relative  CHjNH  and  CHaNHNHz   concentrations   in   di-amme 

titermospheric plumes have not been dtrectiy measured accurately enough40 to say conclusively 

what ts tire dominant source of the NTKA) radiation.   The source region of the hypothesized 

CH2NH spec.es could be the exhaust exn plane or tn-sim production m the plume. If latter ,s the 

case, then since the fuel's pyrolytic hfetime41 is expected to be as short as - 1/50* of a second in 

the vicinity of the spacecraft, tt,e choree of CH2NH over CHsNTiNHi reaction as the principle 

NH(A) source would seem to be very logical. However, pyrolysis of the fuel in the plume would 

initially give CH3NH and NH2 as the main products.   Therefore, the relative importance of 

CH3NH   dtsproportionation   reaction   to   yield   CH2NH   plus   CajNUl   compared   to   its 

hyperthermal oxtdative loss first needs to be understood properly for LEO conditions before the 

results of SOCRATES or any other numerical simulations can be correctiy interpreted in terms 

of what dominant processes give nse .0 the measured NH(A) optical environment of the di- 

amine fueled thermospheric plume. 
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The (far-field) spectrum of the plume from the Space Shuttle's primary RCS (Figure 3 of 

Ref. 10) also shows prominent OH(A-»X) emissions. We are not aware of any detailed analysis 

for its emission as a function of the spacecraft's altitude or its ram angle dependence. The 

' following can be said about the possible nature of its source. If the intensity varies with altitude 

in a manner that is directly proportional to the 0-atom density profile, then the reaction is with a 

precursor which itself was not formed by a prior thermosphenc 0-atom oxidative step, since the 

latter route would give a variation in intensity that would be quadratic in dependence with the 0- 

atom density. Either combustion effluent(s), for example H20,42 or raw fuel reaction(s) with 

the 0-atoms could produce this radiation. The former reaction with a thermodynamic threshold 

of ~ 4.79 eV, CM, has been hypothesized to be important since H2O is the most abundant 

hydrogenous species in exhaust plumes. Recent OH(A-^X) emission data43,44 of the Progress- 

M Spacecraft have been analyzed, with some success,44,45 using the H2O + 0* -^ OH(X) + 

OH(A) source chemistry. However, the energetically less demanding CH3NHNH2 + 0* 

-» OH(A) + CH3N2H2 reaction, with a threshold of - 2.82 eV, CM, may also be important at 

> - 6.78 km s-1 UEO coUisional velocity in the case of the Space Shuttle. Thus one should see 

an angular onset of OH emission very similar in nature to that observed for NH(A). In pnnciple, 

the mechanism for this hyperthermal reaction might just be ('direct') H-abstraction with 

electronic excitation in the OH product. The extent to which translational excitation in the 

reactant couples to higher electronic degrees of freedom m the product, and its reaction 

mechanism and dynamics are amongst the least understood molecular processes in the gas phase. 

However, the related hyperthermal ions, 0+*, are known to react with di-amines to produce uv- 
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visible emissions under laboratory conditions. 47 The proposed mechanism for the emission 

involves two steps: an imtial charge transfer (possibly a dissociative) process to give the di- 

amine^ (or a daughter^) ion, followed by a dissociative recombmation step of the cation(s) with 

the residual plasma electrons to give electronically excited fragment(s). Such processes m L£0 

are expected to be of minor importance smce the ion density (of which ~ 98% is due to 0^*) is 

t>^ically ~ 104 times less than the ambient 0* density. Since Onent and co-workers36 did not 

report uv measurements below ~ 325 nm, we plan to se^ch for OH(A-^X) emissions in > 5 eV- 

0=^-atom interactions with N2H4 and CH3NHNE2.35 

To our knowledge, ab-initio molecular orbital theory computational study on the 0 ^ 

N2H4 reaction has not been performed. It should be interesting to see if an overall energetic 

profile typical of an addition-elimination mechanism is calculated at thermal energies, and what 

the predictions are for the transition states and reaction mtermediates. Also, of interest would be 

RRKMATS-theory predictions for the absolute value for the rate coefficient and the product 

branching fractions and their temperature and pressure dependencies, and QCT simulations on 

the derived PES to ascertain the nature of product state distnbutions as a function of the collision 

energy. 

CONCLUSIONS 

For the first time, the 0-atom rate coefficients for gas phase reactions with (CH3)2NNH2 

and CH3NHNH2 have been measured in the range 232-644 K and in He pressure of 2.0 tort, and 



.e s.ow„ .0 have wea. (ne.aUve) «„p.a»e depende^.e^as was .c case ...*= O . H,H4 

_„. . aU *^«e .acoos s..es. a co.p>e. .ac.o„ .ec.a^s. .nvoW.. *e 

...,«,.   «.e e.pen.e.a, p.oao«(s) s.a. .s— a..o. a,..»e« —»e«s 

,„. ,„.a.e .0. *e OH prodoCS, .o.d pro.de va.a.,e a.a™ca,Mec.a„.s.c .fon.a.o„ 

unfolds into products. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

.Figure 1 Measured 0-a.om resonance fluorescence signal, as a function of flow-tube 

reaction time, t in different (CH3)2NNH2 concentrations; = zero (open circles), = 0.587 x 1013 

(soUd squares). = 0.643 x 10l3 (open squares), and = 0.957 x 1013 molec cm-3 (solid triangles), 

at 371 K and in 1.96 ton He. The OH is produced in the side-aim port. 

Figure 2 Plot of pseudo-first-order decay coefficients, k„et = (k'l + k'w,in) versus the 

KCH3)2NNH2] of Figure 1. Because the upward correction, of k„et for axial diffusion, kcorr = 

knetd + knet^v2), where «. in umts of cm'- s-1, ,s the diffosion coefficient of O-atoms m He is 

expected to be < 5%, Ref 18, the flow-tube data was not corrected for thts since the other overall 

errors rn the experiment are calculated to be - ± 18%, Ref. 14. The absolute second-order rate 

coefficient, kl is deterrmned to be (2.05 ± 0.36) x lO-U cm3 molec-1 s-1 at 371 K. 

Figures The  Anhemus  temperamre dependencies  of the  absolute  second-order rate 

coefficents; kl and k2 for 0-atom reactions with (CH3)2NNH2 (open tnangles) and 

CH3NHNH2 (open cireles). respectively. The l-a error bars represent, on average, an overall 

uncertainty of - ± 18% in the rate coefficient values. Previous room temperature results for kl 

(solid triangle) and k2 (sohd circle) from Ref 11 are also shown. 

Figure 4 (a)  OH appearance profile in O * CH3NHNH2 reaction studied .n the flow-tiibe 

apparatus,  (b)  OH appearance profile m O . N2H4 reaction dunng 193-nm photolysis of N2O 

(2.1 x 1015) m N2 (6.9 x 1017) and CO2 (8.1 x IOI6 molec cm-3). The laser fluence was - 1.5 



mJ/cm2/pulse and N2H4 concentration was 1.10 x 10l3 molec cm-3. The charactenstic 

coefficients of appearance and decay in the signals yield values for k'i,OH and k'i, respectively. 

Where k'i and k'i,OH> are respectively, the first-order rate coefficients for 0-atom and OH 

radical reactions in the system. 

Flexure 5 Second-order plots for 0 + CH3NHNH2 flow-tube reaction at 298 K and in 2.0 

torr He pressure: (a) decay coefficients, k'2 directly determined by 0-atom detection (open 

triangles) and by fitting observed OH product profile of Figure 4 (a) to a bi-exponential kinetic 

expression (solid triangles), (b) the corresponding appearance coefficients, k'2,0H m the bi- 

exponential fit. (c) phenomenological OH branching coefficient (RHS of Equation (H)) 

determined by comparison of growth in the OH signal relative to decay of the 0-atom signal, see 

text. 
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